GUN RACKS

TRI-LOCK VERTICAL PARTITION MOUNT GUN RACK

Tri-Lock Vertical Partition Mount Gun Rack shown in the Dodge Durango
Our patented Tri-Lock Vertical Partition Mount configuration is designed to fit a wide variety of weapons. Holding two long guns and one handgun, this gun rack is engineered for quick and ready access due to its convenient location.

**Tri-Lock Vertical Partition Gun Rack Features**

- Maximum flexibility to accommodate various weapon types and accessories
- Adjustable brackets and lock heads
- Mounts vertically on Pro-gard Partitions
- Recessed Panel required for installation
- Available for either single or dual long-gun mounting and secures a single handgun
- Fits on Pro-gard's Space Saver, Space Saver Plus Partitions and Viper Shield Partition
- All Tri-Locks come with our patent pending Hand Gun Lock Box
- Some components may be transferable to other Pro-gard gun rack mounting configurations
- 8 second delay timer included, allows for quick access to weapon with touch of button
- Black powder coated steel finish
- No Holes Drilled for easy install
- Momentary switch and 8-second timer
- Customized to meet the specifications for each officer's weapon
- Choose from three different styles of gun lock override keys: straight, vending, or handcuff

Gun Locks are determined by a combination of mounting location, weapon type, and weapon accessories. In order to secure the best fitment, we build the gun rack around each specific weapon and accessories.

All gun racks come equipped with an 8 second timer and momentary switch that allows for quick, easy access to the weapon (s).

Choose from three styles of key override: Straight, Handcuff or Vending.